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B O O K  A N N O U N C E M E N T

Much‐Loved Lawana Blackwell 
Delivers Another Charming

Victorian‐Era Tale

•  Author of acclaimed Gresham Chronicles series, with more than 400,000  
copies sold 

•  “Wonderful storyline and characters, and Gresham is so beautifully painted that 
it is almost a character in itself.” —Deborah Raney, author of The Chicory Inn 
novels.

•  “One would almost believe Ms. Blackwell somehow experienced [the Victorian] 
era first-hand. Well done!” —Romantic Times (about The Maiden of Mayfair)

In difficult circumstances, Charlotte Ward, once a famed stage actress, tries to restart her  
career‐‐only to experience disaster. Against her better judgment, her estranged daughter,  
Rosalind, comes to her mother’s rescue and moves her to a quiet English coastal village.

Charlotte is grateful to get to know Rosalind after years apart. As one who has regrets about her 
own romantic past, it’s a joy for Charlotte to see love blossom for her daughter. For Rosalind, 
however, it’s time away from teaching‐‐and now she must care for the mother who wasn’t there 
for her. And what could be more complicated than romance?

Together, mother and daughter discover that healing is best accomplished when they focus less 
on themselves and more on the needs of others.

“Subtly smart wit and gentle wisdom grace each chapter in this  
long-anticipated novel from beloved author Blackwell...Well worth the wait, 

this story—the characters, the setting, the dialogue—reminds us why  
Blackwell’s voice was so deservedly missed.”

—RT Book Reviews Top Pick

“A beautiful Victorian tale of hope and redemption. 
Charming, engaging characters and a small-town coziness result 

in a delightful novel that warms the heart.”

—Library Journal starred review

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Lawana Blackwell has thirteen published novels to her credit, many of them set in the  
English countryside of the 19th century. She and her husband live in Frisco, Texas.
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